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The neural substrates underlying speech perception are still not well

understood. Previously, we found dissociation of speech and nonspeech

processing at the earliest cortical level (AI), using speech and nonspeech

complexity dimensions. Acoustic differences between speech and

nonspeech stimuli in imaging studies, however, confound the search

for linguistic–phonetic regions. Presently, we used sinewave speech

(SWsp) and nonspeech (SWnon), which replace speech formants with

sinewave tones, in order to match acoustic spectral and temporal

complexity while contrasting phonetics. Chord progressions (CP) were

used to remove the effects of auditory coherence and object processing.

Twelve normal RH volunteers were scanned with fMRI while listening

to SWsp, SWnon, CP, and a baseline condition arranged in blocks. Only

two brain regions, in bilateral superior temporal sulcus, extending more

posteriorly on the left, were found to prefer the SWsp condition after

accounting for acoustic modulation and coherence effects. Two regions

responded preferentially to the more frequency-modulated stimuli,

including one that overlapped the right temporal phonetic area and

another in the left angular gyrus far from the phonetic area. These

findings are proposed to form the basis for the two subtypes of auditory

word deafness. Several brain regions, including auditory and non-

auditory areas, preferred the coherent auditory stimuli and are likely

involved in auditory object recognition. The design of the current study

allowed for separation of acoustic spectrotemporal, object recognition,

and phonetic effects resulting in distinct and overlapping components.
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Introduction

Phonetic perception is the first step in auditory language

comprehension. While it cannot be doubted that phonetic
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perception is linguistic by nature, there remains much uncertainty

concerning many other details, e.g., the point at which it departs

from auditory processing, the mechanism of translation from

acoustic signal to phonetic realization, the brain regions involved,

and the nature of the perceptual primitives. Many theorists propose

auditory explanations which hold that phonetic perception derives

directly from acoustic signal processing (Stevens and Blumstein,

1978; Diehl and Kluender, 1989). However, there are alternative

explanations which emphasize the origin of speech as a product of

the human vocal tract, with acoustic properties which are tied to the

structure of the vocal tract (Liberman et al., 1967; Liberman and

Whalen, 2000). According to the latter explanation, it is the parsing

of the acoustic signal for evidence of linguistic gestures of the

vocal tract that defines speech perception. Accordingly, if a gesture

is successfully recovered by a listener, further auditory processing

is preempted.

Functional neuroimaging studies with PET and fMRI have

revealed two general patterns of brain activity during phonetic

perception. One pattern is that of bilateral superior temporal lobe

activation, while the other consists of left frontal activation with

variable temporal activation. These two patterns of activation

appear to cluster according to task demands, with the bilateral

temporal pattern obtained for passive listening (Benson et al., 2001;

Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2002), or simple detection tasks

(Vouloumanos et al., 2001; Jancke et al., 2002) and the left frontal

and variable temporal pattern obtained for more complex tasks

(Zatorre et al., 1992; Fiez et al., 1995; Poldrack et al., 2001;

Gandour et al., 2002; Liebenthal et al., 2003). Imaging while a

subject is passively listening to phonetic-containing stimuli

precludes on-line assessment of perception but addresses the

automatic and obligatory neural processing underlying phonetic

perception, while more complex tasks (e.g., phoneme discrimina-

tion, rhyme judgment, etc.) would require additional processing

including, e.g., parsing of a phonological percept, phonological

rehearsal (Baddeley, 1992; Baddeley et al., 1998), verbal working

memory, and response selection. The aim of the current study was to

identify brain regions which are involved in implicit, prelexical
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phonetic perception by imaging while subjects listened to pseudo-

word speech or two different types of nonspeech. Nonspeech

consisted of one type (sinewave nonspeech), which shared complex

acoustic properties with pseudoword speech, and a second type

(chord progressions), which served to control for auditory

coherence and object processing. By using a passive listening task,

differences in activation were due to differences in implicit,

automatic speech perception rather than cognitive operations

engaged during performance of a more complex task.

A frequent approach to the search for speech-specific cortical

regions has been to compare the processing of speech stimuli with

that of nonspeech. In an earlier paper, we contrasted the processing

of increasingly complex syllables (i.e., vowel, consonant–vowel,

and consonant–vowel–consonant) to the processing of increasingly

complex tonal stimuli (tone, chord, chord triplet) in a passive

listening experiment (Benson et al., 2001). This resulted in the

activation of bilateral superior temporal sulcus (STS) and surround-

ing superior temporal gyrus (STG) and middle temporal gyrus

(MTG) for the syllables versus the musical nonspeech. While the

speech and nonspeech stimuli were imperfectly matched for

acoustic spectrotemporal complexity, nonetheless, there was no

overlap between the brain regions which tracked the speech and

nonspeech complexity dimensions, respectively, suggesting that

the additional phonetic processing required by more complex

syllables did not require additional auditory processing as did the

nonspeech stimuli. We interpreted this finding as evidence

supporting parallel speech and nonspeech processing streams.

One potential criticism of this earlier work, however, was that the

speech and nonspeech stimuli were not well matched acoustically,

so that, conceivably, the absence of overlap might have been a

consequence of differential phonetic and/or auditory processing. In

the present experiment, we attempted to minimize acoustic

differences between speech and nonspeech by using sinewave

speech and sinewave nonspeech. Our prediction was that we would

obtain a subset of brain regions demonstrating a speech preference

relative to our prior study.

In sinewave speech, the main natural speech resonances (i.e.,

formants) are replaced by simple sinusoids that approximate their

center frequencies. There is no fundamental frequency, giving the

stimuli an unnatural quality (Remez et al., 1981). Two different

approaches utilizing sinewave speech have been used to match

acoustic spectral and temporal features while varying phonetic

perception. One approach was previously used by Liebenthal et al.

in an auditory matching task, wherein the subject is informed of the

phonetic structure only after initial exposure to the identical

stimulus in a naive state (Liebenthal et al., 2003). They found six

foci of deactivation in frontal and temporal lobes after phonetic

practice but not a single focus of increased activation in the

phonetically informed condition compared with the naive condi-

tion. While there was a nonphonetic sinewave condition included

in the experiment, no comparison between the informed phonetic

and nonphonetic conditions was described in the paper. A

contrasting approach which was employed in the current experi-

ment involved listening to two types of sinewave stimuli which

varied intrinsically in phonetic content. The individual sinewave

tones in each sinewave speech stimulus were time-reversed and

recombined in order to create a set of sinewave nonspeech stimuli

devoid of any phonetic percept while maintaining acoustic spectral

and temporal complexity. Any cortical region that showed greater

activation for the speech stimuli, then, would be likely responding

to the presence of speech information, not to any purely acoustic
properties. An advantage over the first approach is that the present

design allows us to see this in listeners whose experience with the

stimuli is repeatable since the speech information is present or

absent in the stimuli, not in the perceptual set of the listener. It is

known that individuals vary greatly in their ability to perceive

phonetic information from sinewave speech even after repeated

exposures (Remez et al., 1981, 1983, 2001). Since the stimuli used

in this experiment were neither sentences nor words, which are

typically used in sinewave experiments, subjects were given a brief

period of practice, and their performance was assessed prior to

scanning. In order to maximize the probability of detecting

phonetic related brain activation, we present results from subjects

who demonstrated some ability to recover phonetic information

from the sinewave speech signals. Since the sinewave speech and

sinewave nonspeech also differed in coherence or auditory object

processing (Arnott et al., 2004; Griffiths and Warren, 2004), we

attempted to account for this nonphonetic difference by introduc-

tion of a musical condition which embodied auditory coherence

and object processing (Griffiths and Warren, 2004) as did the

sinewave speech.
Materials and methods

Subjects

Twenty-five healthy native English speakers (14 females, 11

males) aged 18–43 years (mean 28 years) with no reported

neurological or language impairment participated in this study. All

were right-handed determined by the Edinburgh Handedness

Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) with no first-degree sinistrality. Partici-

pants gave written informed consent, and the study was approved

by the Institutional Review Board at the University of Connecticut

Health Center. Subjects underwent behavioral testing with sinew-

ave speech stimuli in order assess their ability to perceive phonetic

information from the sinewave speech stimuli.

Stimuli

Sinewave speech (SWsp)

Sinewave speech tokens were based on the five CVC nonwords

from our prior study (Benson et al., 2001): /tAg, zeJk, gip, voWs,

Dut/. The Haskins Laboratories ‘‘SWS’’ program was employed to

replace the formants with sinusoid complexes consisting of three

sinusoids (see Fig. 1A). The sinusoids were based on the first three

vowel formants and the centroids of consonant noise bursts and

consonant voicing of natural speech tokens.

Sinewave nonspeech (SWnon)

The sinewave speech nonwords served as the basis for

constructing five nonspeech stimuli. It has been demonstrated

(Remez et al., 1994) that selectively time-reversing the second

formant in sinewave sentences is sufficient to destroy the coherence

of the signal and perception of speech without altering the average

spectral energy. For our syllable-length stimuli, this manipulation by

itself was not sufficient. In an effort to similarly remove the speech

percept from the five CVCs with no change in time-averaged

acoustics, three manipulations were necessary. First, the three tones

of each nonword were pseudorandomly mixed with those of the

other nonwords so that no single nonspeech sound contained two

formants from the same nonword. Second, the second formant tone



Fig. 1. Frequency spectrograms for speech and nonspeech stimuli. Time in milliseconds on x axis, spectral frequency on y axis: (A) spectrograms for the five

sinewave speech (SWsp) stimuli; (B) spectrograms for the five sinewave nonspeech (SWnon) stimuli.
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was temporally reversed. Third, the first formant was both split in

half and then ordered so that the second half preceded the first half.

The result was five sinusoid complexes (see Fig. 1A) that were

devoid of any speech content but largely retained the spectral–

temporal acoustic properties, including frequency modulation (Zeng

et al., 2004) of the original set of speech stimuli (see Figs. 2, 3). Only

in the lowest spectral bandwidth (200–400 Hz) was there a clear

difference between SWsp and SWnon.
Fig. 2. Power spectrum averaged over the duration of all five stimuli for

sinewave speech and for sinewave nonspeech stimuli. Decibels on y axis

and spectral frequency on x axis. Note the high degree of overlap between

the SWsp and SWnon curves except for the 2–400 Hz band.
Chord progressions

Three-chord progressions were created on a Yamaha Clavinova

Digital Piano CLP-611 (‘‘Piano 1’’ sound) Roland RD-250s as

described in our previous experiment (Benson et al., 2001). The

first chord in each progression was one of the following: the major

triad (0–4–7) C4E4G4, the minor triad (0–3–7) D4F4A4, the

diminished triad (0–3–6) E4G4Bb4, the major triad 2nd inversion

(0–5–9) F4Bb4D5, the major triad 2nd inversion (0–5–8)

G4C5E5. The next chord had a higher first note, and the third

chord had a first note intermediate in pitch between that of the first

and second chords. Each of the three chords lasted 200 ms and was

followed without delay by the succeeding chords. See Benson et al.

(2001) for further details.

Behavioral familiarization and assessment

Subjects were tested in the MRI console room just prior to

scanning, with auditory stimuli generated from a desktop PC

delivered via high fidelity headphones. The order of the behavioral

familiarization and assessment was constant across subjects.

Familiarization

Sentence transcription

Subjects were given sinewave sentences to transcribe. For the

first sentence only, subjects were given the written form to read

while listening to the sinewave sentence, which was repeated four

times. Ten more sentences were then presented with four

repetitions each, with subjects instructed to transcribe the sentences

as accurately as possible.



Fig. 3. Frequency modulation (FM) spectra for SWsp and SWnon. Four frequency filters were used (2–400 Hz, 4–800 Hz, 8–1600 Hz, 16–3200 Hz) to plot

the FM around the center of the range (Zeng et al., 2004). x axis is modulation frequency, y axis is power. Note the similarity in FM for the SWsp and SWnon,

particularly for the three higher frequency windows.
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Assessment

Nonword transcription

Subjects heard the five SWsp followed by the five SWnon

stimuli. Each token was repeated four times before the next token

was played. Subjects were informed that they would be hearing

single syllables that were not words and told to transcribe what

they heard, even if only a fragment. If they did not recognize any

of the sound as speech, they were instructed to write a ‘‘–’’.

Forced choice identification

In an effort to further increase perception of the test stimuli

during behavioral testing and imaging, subjects were presented

with the written form of each of the five sinewave speech stimuli

paired with its corresponding auditory stimulus. During test trials,

subjects heard 1 of the 10 sinewave stimuli (speech and nonspeech)

and were instructed to choose one of six possible responses:

‘‘thoot’’, ‘‘zeyk’’, ‘‘tog’’, ‘‘vose’’, ‘‘geep’’, or ‘‘none of the above’’.

For the nonspeech stimuli, ‘‘none of the above’’ was the correct

answer. Subjects heard a total of fifty tokens, which consisted of

five randomized presentations of each sinewave (speech and

nonspeech) stimulus.

Scoring and group assignment

The nonword transcription task was scored by awarding one

point for each correctly identified vowel or consonant. A total of

thirty points (10 tokens � 3 points per token) were possible. The

nonspeech stimuli were scored as either 3 points or 0 points if

incorrectly identified as speech. The forced choice identification

taskwas scored by awarding one point for each correct response for a

total of fifty points (50 tokens). For the purpose of indexing

proficiency on sinewave speech perception, a composite score was
calculated, weighing the two tasks equally (100 points each task).

The subject with the lowest score was dropped as a presumed outlier,

so that a median split could be performed on the remaining 24

participants. The twelve participants with composite scores above

the median (123 out of 200 points) were included in the image

analysis since this ‘‘good performing’’ group would more likely

reveal imaging differences between the speech and nonspeech

conditions.

Imaging methods

Imaging was performed on a Siemens Magnetom Vision 1.5 T

scanner (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany) equipped

for single shot echo-planar (EPI) imaging. The scanning session

consisted of anatomical scanning and 12 experimental runs over

about 1.5 h. Subjects were instructed to close their eyes during

experimental runs. Twenty contiguous, interleaved axial slices (7

mm thick, 0-gap) were collected using a gradient-echo echo-planar

pulse sequence (flip angle = 90-, TE = 40 ms, TR = 3 s, FOV = 22

cm, 64 � 64 matrix) in 1.8 s and every 3 s. Each scanning run

collected 75 image volumes over 225 s for a total acquisition of

900 image volumes per subject. An electrical pulse emitted by the

scanner with each train of images triggered the stimulus

presentation from a PC running SigPlay software (Tucker-Davis

Technologies, Gainesville, FL). All studies included anatomical

scout images and a high resolution T1-weighted 3D inversion

recovery sequence (152 slices of 1.75 mm thickness, TI = 300 ms,

TR = 11.4 ms, TE = 4.4 ms, flip angle = 15-).

Task and presentation of stimuli

The task involved passive listening to speech and two types of

nonspeech stimuli arranged in blocks. The three conditions

consisted of sinewave speech, sinewave nonspeech, and chord



Table 1

Experimental design

Condition FM Coherence Phonetics

Chord Progressions � + �
Sinewave Nonspeech + � �
Sinewave Speech + + +

FM = frequency modulation.

‘‘+’’ = condition characterized by.

‘‘�’’ = condition not characterized by.
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progressions. Subjects were scanned in a single session. Stimuli

were played through a Tucker-Davis Technologies (Gainesville,

FL) array processor using SigPlay software (TDT). Stimulus

delivery to the subject utilized an auditory amplifier, transducer,

and an air conduction system with headphones (Resonance

Technology, Van Nuys, CA) that reduced scanner noise to about

85 dB at the ear canal. Subjects were instructed to ‘‘listen to each

sound presented through the headphones’’ with eyes closed.

Image acquisition and stimulus presentation did not overlap so

as to avoid acoustic masking of the stimuli (Benson et al., 2001).

Each trial lasted 3000 ms, consisting of an initial offset of 2000 ms,

during which the twenty image planes were collected followed by

stimulus presentation of 600 ms. A 400 ms period of silence

followed the stimulus to minimize backward masking effects. Each

of the twelve runs consisted of 15 blocks, each 15 s in duration (5

stimuli per block). This included a total of ten alternating blocks of

sinewave speech (SWsp) and sinewave nonspeech (SWnon) with

one block of chord progressions (CP) pseudorandomly inserted

within the first five and one within the second five blocks. Each

block contained a pseudorandomized sequence of all five instances

of a stimulus type. Presentation of stimuli was pseudorandomized

and counterbalanced within and between subjects. Each run also

contained three blocks (blocks 1, 7, 15) during which no stimulus

was presented (‘‘rest’’).

Image analysis

Image analysis was done entirely using SPM99 (Wellcome

Department of Cognitive Neurology). The functional images from

each subject were initially realigned to the first volume with

adjustment for first order movement effects. Images were then

spatially smoothed in-plane using a Gaussian kernel of FWHM = 6

mm. Detrending was done on each subject’s data using multiple

regression to remove imaging noise induced by any baseline drift

within and between runs of the experiment. Smoothed and

detrended images were then spatially normalized using both affine

and non-linear matching components. The normalized, smoothed,

and detrended time-series from each of the twelve subjects (876

volumes per subject after discarding the first two per run) were

reordered to be identical, and then the twelve matching time-series

were averaged over the twelve subjects. Student’s t test was used to

compare effects of interest after the averaged time-series was high-

pass-filtered (cutoff of 148 s) and convolved with the default

hemodynamic response function in SPM99.

Statistical models
Fixed effects analyses were performed to model the effects of

phonetic, frequency modulation, and auditory coherence process-

ing. Conditions containing frequency-modulated (FM) acoustic

signals included SWsp and SWnon. Conditions with coherent

spectra included SWsp and CP. Only SWsp contained phonetic

structure (see Table 1).

Fixed effects on group averaged images with t tests:

(1) Phonetics: SWsp > SWnon + CP

(2) Frequency modulation: SWsp + SWnon > CP

(3) Auditory coherence: SWsp + CP > SWnon

Condition by rest (simple effects)

Three additional tests were performed, contrasting each of the

three auditory conditions (SWsp, SWnon, and CP) vs. Rest. The
purpose of these contrasts was to determine if an area of

significance for a fixed effect was also active above the silent

baseline condition rather than an artifact of deactivation during the

reference auditory condition(s).

Cluster analysis and anatomical location

T maps were transformed to Z maps after adjustment for

temporal autocorrelation. Significantly activated clusters were

identified from Z maps based on the spatial extent of contiguously

activated voxels (Friston et al., 1994), resulting in a cluster-wise

probability threshold of P < 0.05 after estimating spatial smoothing

using the method of Forman et al. (1995). The critical voxel-wise Z

threshold was determined to be 4.0 after accounting for spatial

smoothing using the resel method of Worsley et al. (1996). For each

cluster attaining significance, we reported the Z score of the local

maximum (peak), the cluster’s spatial extent, its location in

MNI305 coordinates, anatomical location, and Brodmann cytoarch-

itectonic area(s) derived from the Talairach Daemon (Lancaster et

al., 2000).
Results

Behavioral performance

For the twelve subjects who scored above the median and who

were included in the fMRI analysis: the average total score was 139

(range 130–167) out of a maximum of 200 points. For nonword

transcription, subjects correctly transcribed an average of 8.5 of 15

phonemes (range 6–12) for nonwords and correctly labeled

nonspeech as such an average of 3.25 of 5 occurrences (0–5). For

the forced choice identification task, accuracy was 86% (64–100%)

for nonwords and 83% (68–96%) for nonspeech. The higher

accuracy on the forced choice identification task compared with the

nonword transcription task likely reflected increasing familiarity

with test stimuli along with cross-modal facilitation by the written

nonwords.

fMRI activation

(a) Phonetics (SWsp > SWnon + CP): five foci demonstrated

activation more for sinewave speech than for sinewave

nonspeech and chord progressions and included 3 right and

2 left hemisphere foci. These included bilateral STS lateral

to Heschl’s gyrus (HG), right superior frontal gyrus (area

10), left angular gyrus (area 39), and a large focus in the

precuneus (area 31). Only two regions, however, activated

above the Rest condition, while the precuneus, angular

gyrus, and SFG showed deactivation of the SWnon and CP

conditions vs. Rest. Only the bilateral STS/MTG/ITG foci

proved to be activated above all other conditions, i.e., Rest,
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SWnon, and CP. The left STS/MTG region was significantly

more ventral (8 mm) and posterior (20 mm) than the right

STS/ITG while otherwise being similar in extent and peak Z

score (see Table 2A, Figs. 4–6).

(b) Frequency modulation (SWsp + SWnon > CP): eight foci

activated more to the frequency-modulated sinewaves

compared with CP and included five left and three right-

sided foci including a left midbrain focus. However, only

three of these fulfilled the additional requirement of having

greater BOLD signal for the frequency-modulated condi-

tions compared with Rest. One of these regions, in the

posterior cingulate, showed activation of the sinewaves

above Rest but also showed deactivation of CP relative to

Rest. The remaining two regions, which activated to the

more modulated stimuli and did not deactivate for the CP,

were the right ITG (area 21) and the left angular gyrus (area

39) (see Table 2B). The right FM focus overlapped the right

STS/ITG phonetically sensitive region (see Fig. 4), while the

left angular gyrus region was about 3 cm from the left STS/

MTG phonetic region (see Fig. 5).

(c) Auditory coherence (SWsp + CP > SWnon): thirteen foci

were more active for the coherent auditory conditions

including 7 left and 6 right-sided foci. These were largely

bilateral and included anterior STG (area 22, 38), posterior
Table 2

Location of significant clusters in standard space

Voxels Z score x y z L/R Location Areas(s)

A. Phonetic (SWsp > SWnon + CP)

9 5.45 64 �12 �16 R STS, ITG Brodmann area 21

13 5.31 �64 �32 �8 L STS, MTG Brodmann area 21

B. Frequency modulation (SWsp + SWnon > CP)

6 5.95 60 �12 �16 R STS, ITG Brodmann area 21

24 5.08 �44 �68 28 L Angular

gyrus

Brodmann area 39

C. Auditory coherence (SWsp + CP > SWnon)

82 6.41 �60 �16 40 L Precentral

gyrus

Brodmann area 6

149 5.95 12 �68 16 R Cuneus Brodmann area 18

63 5.88 �56 16 �20 L STG Brodmann area 38

70 5.58 �60 �40 4 L MTG Brodmann area 22

29 5.55 52 �44 4 R MTG Brodmann area 22

95 5.45 52 8 �8 R STG Brodmann area 22

20 5.42 16 �52 �12 R Fusiform

gyrus

Brodmann area 37

21 5.18 �20 �100 16 L Middle

occipital

gyrus

Brodmann area 19

14 5.07 �12 �84 40 L Precuneus Brodmann area 19

17 4.87 52 �4 36 R Precentral

gyrus

Brodmann area 6

5 4.61 �68 �12 16 L Postcentral

gyrus

Brodmann area 43

SWsp = sinewave speech; SWnon = sinewave nonspeech; CP = chord

progressions.

Voxels = number of voxels in cluster; Z score = peak voxel Z score; x, y,

z = coordinate in MNI305 space; L/R = left or right hemisphere location;

Location = anatomical label; Area(s) = Brodmann cytoarchitectonic area;

STS = superior temporal sulcus; ITG = inferior temporal gyrus; MTG =

middle temporal gyrus; STG = superior temporal gyrus.
STG and MTG (areas 21, 22), cuneus, precuneus, and

posterior cingulate. A unilateral focus was located at the

junction of right fusiform and hippocampal gyri and

another in left precentral gyrus (area 6). Only two of the

thirteen regions, i.e., the right superior frontal gyrus and

anterior cingulate, did not activate the coherent auditory

conditions above the Rest condition (see Table 2C and

Figs. 4–6).

Discussion

In this study, we attempted to identify cortical regions that are

involved in prelexical phonetic perception by directly comparing

activation evoked by sinewave speech with that evoked by two

different nonspeech conditions, each matched with the sinewave

speech along particular physical dimensions. Specifically, SWnon

shared spectral and temporal acoustic properties with the SWsp

but lacked auditory coherence, while the chord progressions were

spectrally similar and acoustically coherent but temporally

dissimilar (i.e., unmodulated). By using these two nonspeech

conditions, two homologous brain regions were revealed which

demonstrated a preference for speech over and above the auditory

features of the stimuli. These regions did not demonstrate

absolute specificity for speech, however, since they did activate

above a resting baseline for at least one of the nonspeech

conditions, but they did demonstrate a clear preference for

phonetic content (see Fig. 6).

The current experiment sought to refine the findings of our

previous work (Benson et al., 2001) which contrasted full

bandwidth monosyllables with musical nonspeech in the former

experiment. The sinewave speech and sinewave nonspeech stimuli

in the current experiment were better matched acoustically than

were the monosyllables and musical nonspeech, with very similar

averaged spectral and temporal properties. Comparing results of

the two studies, the current study predictably identified a smaller

number of speech-preferring regions (two) compared with the prior

study (seven). The bilateral STS/MTG foci which demonstrated a

speech preference in the current study also show speech preference

in the prior study but were part of much more extensive foci in the

former study. The differing results in the two experiments suggest

that some of the regions which were more active for the

monosyllables in the prior study were evoked by auditory and

paraphonetic (e.g., timbre, prosody, voice-specific) differences

between the speech and nonspeech rather than speech processing

per se. By using sinewave stimuli (SWsp and SWnon) and an

acoustically coherent nonspeech condition (CP), we attempted to

control for bottom–up auditory processing, which has been a

potential confound in previous studies of speech perception.

Because it is probable that both phonetic and complex auditory

processing involved the temporal lobes, one could not satisfactorily

resolve this issue on a priori anatomical grounds alone. Therefore,

by minimizing this confound, the current study found that the

bilateral STS and contiguous cortices likely constitute key nodes

subserving phonetic perception in this group of normal right-

handed subjects.

Superior temporal sulcus and phonetic perception

The STS and surrounding MTG and/or STG have now been

shown in a number of PET and fMRI studies using passive listening



Fig. 4. Spatially normalized, composite statistical maps of Phonetic, Coherence, and Frequency Modulation (FM) contrasts. Phonetic (SWsp vs. SWnon + CP +

Rest), coherence processing (SWsp + CP vs. SWnon + Rest), and FM (SWnon vs. CP) contrasts are thresholded at Z = 4 and overlaid on a T1-weighted image

from a single study subject. Left images and crosshairs show the left temporal lobe Phonetic focus. Right three orthogonal images and crosshairs show the right

temporal lobe focus. Phonetic contrast = yellow; FM contrast = blue; coherence contrast = red; green = overlap of phonetic and FM contrasts. MNI305

coordinates (x, y, z) are given for the center of the cluster as in Table 2. L = left hemisphere; R = right hemisphere.
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tasks to be involved in phonetic perception (Mummery et al., 1999;

Binder et al., 2000; Scott et al., 2000; Benson et al., 2001;

Vouloumanos et al., 2001; Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2005).

The phonetically sensitive regions in the present study (L =�64,
�32, �8; R = 64, �12, �16) were similar to the bilateral mid-STS

regions of Binder et al. (2000) which resulted from three different

types of speech stimuli (words, pseudowords, reversed speech) vs.

tones that changed frequency every 666 ms. Similar to Binder et al.,

the left STS focus in the current study extended more posteriorly

than the right, with maxima 2 cm apart. There were important

differences between the study designs, however; in Binder et al., the

speech stimuli were produced by a human speaker and would

therefore differentially engage voice-sensitive regions in the

temporal lobes (Belin et al., 2000). In contrast, in the present
Fig. 5. Surface rendering of statistical parametric maps (Z � 4) of Phonetic, FM, a

in SPM99. Only clusters included in Table 2 are displayed. Phonetic = green; co
study, all stimuli were comprised of sinewaves so that source-

specific and paralinguistic processing did not differ between

stimuli. Frequency modulation also differed between stimulus

conditions in Binder et al., whereas, in the current study, the

speech and nonspeech were comprised of the same sinewaves and

thus were similarly modulated (see Fig. 3). Thus, while Binder et al.

and the current results are similar, some of the activation in Binder

et al. must be evoked by complex auditory and paralinguistic

processing in addition to linguistic processing.

Mummery et al. (1999) contrasted natural words with signal-

correlated noise and found bilateral STS activations, which were

similar (L = �54, �28, 4; R = 52, �14, 4) to our findings. Similar

to Binder et al., the greatest disparity between Mummery et al. and

the current results was in the dorsal–ventral dimension, with the
nd coherence contrasts overlaid onto T1-weighted image of a single subject

herence = red; FM = blue; L = left hemisphere; R = right hemisphere.



Fig. 6. Overlaid statistical images as in Fig. 4 (Z � 4) shown for a single axial slice at z = �11 to compare bilateral phonetic and coherence processing ROIs.

Arrows point from ROI to corresponding graph of mean T2* signal intensity by condition normalized to the resting baseline of each ROI after accounting for

hemodynamic delay and dispersion effects. ROIs were defined using cluster analysis in SPM99 (see Materials and methods) which also allowed for plotting

mean signal relative to the resting baseline. 90% confidence interval is indicated as error bars. Note that the anterior STG (red) regions (areas 22 and 38)

activate to all three conditions above the resting baseline but more to the coherent conditions, SWsp and CP, while the more posterior (yellow) STS regions

(area 21) activate to all three conditions but more to the speech condition. C = chord progressions; N = sinewave nonspeech; S = sinewave speech.
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greater dorsal (STG) activation in Mummery et al. likely reflecting

activation in the human homologue of the primate auditory

parabelt region by the greater auditory complexity of their speech

compared with their nonspeech stimuli (Kaas and Hackett, 1998;

Rauschecker, 1998).

In an effort to minimize FM differences between speech and

nonspeech, Vouloumanos et al. contrasted natural speech (non-

words) with sinewave analogues of the nonwords in a detection

task. They also found activations in bilateral mid-STS (L = �60,
�16, �8; R = 56, �28, �4) which distinguished the two stimulus

types. Of the three studies described, only Vouloumanos et al. had

activation foci as ventral as the current study. This may be

explained on the basis of similarly matched complex auditory

processing for Vouloumanos et al. and the current study. Similar to

Binder et al. and Mummery et al., however, there are auditory

(frequency bandwidth) and paralinguistic (source-specific) differ-

ences between the stimuli which may contribute to activation

differences between their speech and nonspeech stimuli.

Frequency modulation processing

The importance of FM processing in speech perception is

acknowledged by most investigators (Liberman et al., 1956;

Stevens and Klatt, 1974). Furthermore, some investigators (Tallal

and Schwartz, 1983; Belin et al., 1998; Zatorre and Belin, 2001)

have posited that FM processing is performed by a left-lateralized,

high temporal resolution network and that this specialization

underlies a left hemisphere advantage for speech perception. The

current study revealed only a single region, in the right STS/ITG,

that preferred the continuously modulated sinewave stimuli

compared with the less modulated chord progressions, which

changed frequency abruptly at 200 ms intervals. This right

temporal region was contiguous with and overlapped the right

temporal phonetic region (see Fig. 4). The contiguity of the

phonetic and FM-sensitive areas in the right temporal lobe suggests

a possible functional relationship between the processing of highly

modulated stimuli and phonetic perception. That the left temporal
lobe did not have a corresponding region of FM sensitivity may

suggest that left hemisphere phonetic processing does not depend

on complex auditory processing or, alternatively, that the right

temporal lobe performs modulation processing prior to bilateral or

left dominant phonetic processing. Clinical evidence supports the

former since unilateral right temporal lobe lesions do not produce

phonetic perception deficits, suggesting that the left hemisphere

does not require right hemisphere-mediated FM processing.

Nevertheless, the precise sequence of events occurring in the right

and left temporal lobes cannot be determined from fMRI, which

lacks the necessary temporal resolution. Further investigation

combining fMRI with higher temporal resolution imaging modal-

ities, i.e., EEG and MEG, may be able to delineate this path.

Recently, a number of fMRI and PET studies have investi-

gated frequency modulation processing in the human auditory

cortex using a range of stimuli and tasks (Belin et al., 1998;

Binder et al., 2000; Hall et al., 2002; Thivard et al., 2000; Hart et

al., 2004; Johnsrude et al., 1997; Joanisse and Gati, 2003). In

general, these studies have reported either bilateral STG or right

temporal lobe processing of frequency modulation. Similar to the

data reported here, Belin et al. (1998) also found that the right

temporal lobe but not the left discriminated between more and

less modulated nonspeech stimuli, although the preference was

for the slower modulation rate. Binder et al. (2000) compared

reversed speech to constant frequency tones, which changed

frequency every 666 ms, and found bilateral STS activation.

Some of the greater activation for the reversed speech was likely

attributable to spectral complexity differences as well as

modulation differences. Similarly, Thivard et al. (2000) found

bilateral STG to prefer modulated compared to steady-state

formant-like synthetic stimuli. Hall (2002) contrasted static and

FM tones and harmonic complexes in a detection task using

fMRI and found a preference for FM stimuli in bilateral

supratemporal plane and STG, with ventral extension to the

STS only on the right. BOLD signal change was consistently

greater on the right than the left for all of these regions. Joanisse

et al. (2003) also found right more than left STG/STS sensitivity
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to FM on an event-related fMRI study using a discrimination

task. Hart et al. (2004) compared FM tones to unmodulated tones

and found bilateral activation in lateral HG and lateral planum

temporale. While the results of these studies together with the

current results are not completely convergent, there do seem to be

some conclusions to be drawn: (1) neurons in bilateral or right

STG or STS may be important in the processing of frequency

modulation; (2) the left temporal lobe does not appear to be more

sensitive than the right for processing frequency-modulated

stimuli; (3) FM processing probably does not explain left

hemisphere dominance for language.

Auditory word deafness

As described in the current study, functional imaging studies

of speech perception that do not require a detailed parsing of the

stimulus typically find activations in the bilateral STS. This is in

contrast to more left-lateralized frontal lobe activation observed

for tasks requiring a more detailed analysis of stimuli or an

explicit response. In the latter case, the left-lateralized activation

may be more a consequence of higher order task requirements

rather than phonetic processing per se (Hickok and Poeppel,

2004). Clinical support for the importance of bilateral temporal

regions in speech perception is found in the rare syndrome of

‘‘auditory word deafness’’, first described by Lichteim (1885) and

later by others (Auerbach et al., 1982; Albert and Bear, 1974;

Yaqub et al., 1988), where the lesion is typically bilateral

posterior temporal lobe. Affected individuals have variably spared

auditory nonspeech perception, with particular difficulty decoding

speech, supporting the notion that phonetic perception does not

arise solely from complex auditory processing (Surprenant and

Watson, 2001). However, as noted by Scott and Wise (2003a) and

supported by the current study, acoustic features such as

frequency modulation have activated the STS (Hall et al.,

2002), suggesting that the STS and/or surrounding MTG/STG

are involved in both phonetic and auditory processing. An

alternative possibility is that a speech-processing module may

initially activate to a given stimulus which shares acoustic

features (e.g., frequency or amplitude modulation) with speech.

Accordingly, one would expect a decrease in response or greater

variability over time as a phonetic network is unsuccessful at

extracting phonetic structure where it does not exist. Examination

of the detailed temporal dynamics of BOLD signal change across

differing but acoustically similar stimuli would address this latter

possibility. On the other hand, in the present study, regions

sensitive to phonetic and FM processing were very close in the

right temporal lobe but not the left. This finding suggests the

presence of an area of phonetic processing which may be distinct

from complex auditory processing.

It should be noted that unilateral left temporal lesions have been

reported (Denes and Semenza, 1975; Saffran et al., 1976; Auerbach

et al., 1982) which may produce a slightly different phenotype than

the bilateral version (Auerbach et al., 1982). Emphasizing a purer

form of auditory word deafness and resulting from a restricted left

temporal lobe lesion, some authors describe Fphonemic_ pure word
deafness that is presumed to be a fragment of Wernicke’s aphasia.

This subtype is in contrast to the less pure Fpre-phonemic_ variety,
which is associated with bilateral temporal lesions and impairment

in nonspeech auditory temporal processing. These rare but

potentially distinguishable clinical subtypes may be rooted in the

hemispheric differences obtained in the current study, i.e., the
separation of phonetic and frequency modulation processing in the

left hemisphere (3 cm) compared with the overlapping phonetic

and frequency modulation activations in the right hemisphere.

Further clinicopathological data are required, however, for

confirmation of this hypothesis.

Auditory coherence processing and evidence for auditory

processing streams

The SWsp and SWnon differed phonetically, but also in

coherence of the sinewaves. This was found to be necessary in

our preliminary testing to reduce any phonetic priming effect of

the speech on the nonspeech. In order to separate phonetic and

coherence effects, it was necessary to include a second coherent

condition (i.e., chord progressions) which contained no phonetic

structure. We found a number of regions that demonstrated a

greater response to the two coherent auditory conditions. The

coherent conditions, i.e., sinewave speech and chord progres-

sions, consisted of auditory Fobjects_, where auditory objects are

analogous to visual objects (Adams and Janata, 2002). The

concept of an Fauditory object_ is discussed by Griffiths et al.

(2004) and includes: (1) possessing ‘‘structurally and transfor-

mationally invariant features’’ (McAdams, 1993); and (2)

‘‘evoking a spectrotemporal template-matching algorithm. . .where
where the templates are formed by the binding of sound

attributes to form sound objects’’ (Griffiths and Warren, 2002).

In the current study, several areas preferred coherent auditory

stimuli, including limbic cortex (cingulate and hippocampal gyri),

sensorimotor cortex, bilateral anterior superior temporal gyrus,

and planum temporale. Inclusion of the chord progressions in the

model, thus, provided a means of separating object processing

and phonetic processing.

In the last few years, neurophysiologic and functional imaging

work on the auditory system has suggested analogous organization

of the auditory and visual systems, specifically, that there exist two

major parallel processing streams, i.e., an anterior (sound)

recognition system and a posterior (sound) localization system

(Rauschecker, 1998). A recent meta-analysis of fMRI and PET

auditory studies, which sought converging evidence supporting

dual functional streams, included thirty-eight studies of spatial or

nonspatial tasks (Arnott et al., 2004). These authors found that the

anterior temporal cortex (usually bilateral) tended to activate for

nonspatial auditory tasks regardless of verbal content. The findings

of the current study, i.e., that the bilateral anterior temporal cortex

preferred the speech and music conditions, are consistent with this

region being part of an object identification-processing stream.

While we might have expected a preference for intelligible speech

in the left anterior temporal cortex as in Scott et al. (2000), in the

current study, this region was additionally activated by chord

progressions, suggesting a more general auditory feature or object

processing role for this region.

In addition to the anterior temporal cortex, several other

regions, including portions of the planum temporale, sensorimotor

cortex, and limbic areas, also showed a preference for auditory

object processing in the current study. The planum temporale

activation is again consistent with Arnott et al. (2004) which found

this region to activate to both auditory spatial and nonspatial

(sound identity) tasks. It is not surprising that the perception of

speech or another auditory image such as music would evoke (in

addition to auditory object processing areas in auditory cortex)

activation of limbic structures, given the affective associations
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intrinsic to perceptually meaningful auditory images. According to

Griffiths and Warren (2004), ‘‘As auditory objects necessarily have

a finite extension in time, memory processes must operate in order

to generate an object image’’. Conversely, the sensorimotor

activation was unexpected, given that there was no overt or covert

response made by subjects. This sensorimotor activation may

derive from a link between speech perception and the sensorimotor

system as proposed by the Motor Theory of speech perception

(Liberman et al., 1967; Liberman and Mattingly, 1985) and

supported by the finding of ‘‘mirror neurons’’ in the premotor

cortex of primates (Rizzolatti and Arbib, 1999).

Laterality and task

An important issue that has faced speech imaging research has

been the choice of task to use during imaging. This issue is one

which is germane to functional brain imaging generally but is of

particular importance for speech, as discussed by Hickok and

Poeppel (2004). ‘‘Active’’ tasks require the subject to make a

decision and express the decision with a motor response. In this

way, ongoing monitoring of perception and performance may be

assessed across differing stimulus conditions. In speech studies,

active tasks have typically produced more (left) extratemporal

activations (Zatorre et al., 1992; Poldrack et al., 2001; Gandour et

al., 2002), possibly reflecting the additional task demands which do

not completely ‘‘subtract out’’ between conditions because of

interactions between task and stimuli. For these reasons, we chose a

passive listening task, rooted in the well-supported premise that

speech perception is automatic and obligatory (Shiffrin and

Schneider, 1984) in the same way as, e.g., face recognition. While

measurement of on-line performance was not possible with this

paradigm, off-line familiarization and assessment with the identical

stimuli just prior to scanning support adequate overall perception by

the twelve best performers used in the image analysis. Furthermore,

any subject-specific, irrelevant activation should not survive the

group analysis. Our findings are concordant with results of other

studies using passive listening (Hickok and Poeppel, 2000;

Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2002; Scott and Wise, in press) which

also showed bilateral temporal lobe activations. Unlike those

findings, however, the bilateral temporal lobe activity found in

the current study is not likely due to differential auditory processing

between the stimuli since the current study used speech and

nonspeech stimuli that were spectrally and temporally extremely

similar, after accounting for coherence differences. Therefore, it is

likely that the speech percept itself, rather than task demands or

acoustic differences, evoked the bilateral STS activation. Finally,

despite bilateral STS activations, the data do suggest some degree of

functional anatomic asymmetry, with the left but not the right

phonetic locus being remote from FM processing.
Summary and conclusions

Prior efforts to dissociate speech processing from nonspeech

auditory processing have usually been confounded by differences

in acoustic complexity that could also account for differences in

activation. The present experiment used sinewaves in order to

remove auditory processing as a potential confound. A passive

listening task revealed regions that preferentially activated to

speech, particularly the left STS/MTG. The results of this study

suggest that a portion of bilateral mid-STS is involved in
phonetic perception and not only acoustic complexity (e.g.,

frequency modulation). This bilateral region remained, even after

minimizing auditory spectral, spectrotemporal and object process-

ing or coherence effects. Despite this finding, the STS regions do

not appear to be speech-specific since both of the nonspeech

conditions also demonstrated BOLD activation above a resting

baseline. These results are in good agreement with lesion data

that point to bilateral superior temporal lesions which produced

pre-phonemic (Type I) auditory word deafness (Auerbach et al.,

1982). The separation between speech and nonspeech auditory

(FM) processing we found for the left hemisphere compared with

the right might be the functional basis for the rare syndrome of

phonemic (Type II) auditory word deafness. The results of this

study extend the findings of our prior work, in which the speech

and nonspeech stimuli varied on a number of acoustic dimen-

sions, resulting predictably in a greater number of speech-

preferring regions compared with the current study. The main

finding of the prior study was the parallel processing of auditory

and phonetic complexity, supporting the existence of a separate

phonetic network. The current study more accurately delineates

the core components of a prelexical phonetic network as the

bilateral posterior MTG/STS/ITG, particularly the left. Future

investigations should be aimed at confirming the importance and

indispensability of these regions using focal electrical or

magnetic stimulation. Finally, dynamic network approaches

(Horwitz, 2003) to analyzing functional imaging data of the sort

presented in the current paper may be useful for teasing apart

functional networks which likely have overlapping anatomical

substrates.
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